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Résume

Les éléments combustibles destinés aux réacteurs
CANDU sont assemblés à partir de piles de pastilles
cylindriques d'UC>2 avec tolérance étroite tant pour la
longueur que pour le diamètre. Les techniques actuelles
d'empilement donnent lieu à des opérations manuelles
considérables. En ayant recours à un procédé automatique
on pourrait accélérer les opérations d'empilement et réduire
leur coût. Un tel dispositif est de toute façon essentiel
pour manipuler le combustible émettant des rayons gamma.

Un procédé d'assemblage automatique des pastilles
a été mis au point au moyen d'un modèle mathématique. Ce
modèle a donné une séquence appropriée pour la manipulation
des pastilles respectant constamment la tolérance voulue
pour la longueur d'empilement. On s'est servi de cette
séquence comme donnée initiale pour la conception du
dispositif mécanique.

Le perfectionnement du modèle mathématique et
la conception mécanique du dispositif sont allés de pair.
On a tenu compte des contraintes mécaniques dans le modèle
et la séquence optimisée des opérations donnée par ce dernier
a ëtë incorporée dans un programme de micro-ordinateur pour
contrôler l'équipement mécanique.
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ABSTRACT

Fuel elements for CANDU reactors are assembled from stacks of
cylindrical UO2 pellets, with close tolerances on lengths and
diameters. Present stacking techniques involve extensive manual
operations and they can be speeded up and reduced in cost by an
automated device. If gamma-active fuel is handled such a device is
essential.

An automatic fuel pellet assembly process was modelled mathemati-
cally. The model indicated a suitable sequence of pellat manipulations
to arrive at a stack length that was always within tolerance. This
sequence was used as the initial input for the design of mechanical
hardware.

The mechanical design and the refinement of the mathematical model
proceeded simultaneously. Mechanical constraints were allowed for in
the model, and its optimized sequence of operations was incorporated in
a microcomputer program to control the mechanical hardware.
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TO STACK FUEL PELLETS

by
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the mathematical modelling and subsequent design

principles of an automated device to stack cylindrical pellets of uranium

dioxide for insertion into tubes to form fuel elements for CANDU reactors.

A typical length specification for a stack is 472.59 + 0.76 mm.

To achieve a suitable ratio of length to diameter, pellets are made

about 14 to IS mm long and thus a stack will contain about 32 of them.

The measured distribution of pellet length is approximately normal,

with a standard deviation of about 0.25mm.

The discussion assumes that the diameter has already been controlled

and the end faces are perpendicular to the axis.

Present stacking techniques involve extensive manual operations and

they can be speeded up and reduced in cost by an automated device. If

gamma-active fuel is handled, such a device can work remotely, behind

shielding.

The two following manual assembly procedures are in use.
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(a) A stack of approximately correct length is formed and gauged. It

is then adjusted to the required length by selection of appropriate

pellets from sets of specially made pellets of non-standard

lengths.

(b) A deliberately over-sized stack is formed and subsequently reduced

to an acceptable length by grinding at one end.

The objective of this study was to develop a mathematical model of

an automatic pellet stackformer that would serve as a basis for the

design of prototype hardware.

The model that evolved does not require grinding procedures or the

production of pellets of non-standard lengths.

PELLET MAKING AND PELLET STORING

The pellet-making process begins with the pressing of a measured

quantity of powder, to form a 'green' pellet. The geometry of the

powder feed and the press will impose some lower and upper limits on

length. It is not possible to make a complete rejection of the extremes

at this stage because the sintering process will introduce an additional

variation. However, it is certainly worthwhile to reject most of the

very short and the very long pellets for immediate re-mixing and

re-pressing.

After pressing, the green pellets pass to a furnace and the

sintering process will slightly broaden the distribution of length.

The end result of pressing and sintering is a length distribution

that is a good approximation to a 'normal' in its central portions, but

somewhat depleted in the lower and upper tails.
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Pellets can be sintered In batches or continuously, and will be

sorted after sintering. If the stackformer is to operate continuously

it must have reservoirs of pellets to draw from.

Because of statistical fluctuations in pellet length the bins of

sorted pellets will not be equally full. The choice of capacity is a

compromise between large bins that will be inconvenient and expensive,

and small bins that will overflow too frequently. The results of the

modelling showed that a capacity of about A00 should not overflow more

often than once for every 150,000 pellets produced.

It will become apparent later that control of the pellet mean length,

over the long term, is crucial to the satisfactory performance of the

stackformer. A mathematical modelling of the pellet-making process is in

progress, with intent to develop routines to monitor and control the green

pellet length.:

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The required stack length is R and the tolerance on length is + T.

There are N pellets in a stack.

The mean pellet length required is L, and clearly L = R/N.

The simplest assembly is made up of N pellets, chosen at random.

For typical data, the standard deviation of such an assembly is about

1.8 times the stack tolerance. Hence, about 60 percent of such

assemblies would fall outside the stack tolerance.

A preliminary sorting into ranges of lengths, and selection of the

appropriate number of pellets from each range, will reduce the probable
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spread in length of the resulting assemblies, and hence will reduce the

stack rejection rate (see Appendix A). There are many schemes of division,

from N ranges to a simple sorting above or below the mean, into two

ranges.

The shape of the distribution of pellet lengths is not critical so

long as it is reasonably symmetrical about the mean. Its standard

deviation is s.

The mean length must lie close enough to L that, over the long

term, the number of stack adjustments will be acceptably small and the

storage bins will not overflow too often.

It will be seen later that the sequence of logical decisions in the

model requires that pellet lengths lie between L + T and L - T. In

practice, the range turns out to be about three standard deviations above

and below the mean, and the pellets that must be rejected are a small

fraction of one percent.

THE BASIC MATHEMATICAL MODEL

It was decided to begin by modelling the two simplest schemes, a

three-bin sorting and a two-bin sorting.

The three-bin model is theoretically superior but it was abandoned

in favour of the two-bin because statistical fluctuations in the storage

were harder to control and the hardware would have been much more

complex mechanically. It is discussed in Appendix B.

The requirement was laid down that when all programmed manipulations

are finished for any particular stack it must be certain that the stack

lies within tolerance. This requirement demands that there be definite

upper and lower bounds to the length of any individual pellet and hence
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extremely long and extremely short pellets must be rejected (they can be

recycled).

It was decided that, at some appropriate point during assembly, the

stack length could be adjusted by exchange, that Is the removal of a

pellet from one range and Its replacement by a pellet from another.

The model was programmed in FORTRAN for the CDC computers at CRNL,

and the program is described briefly In Appendix C.

Common to all variations of the model was a 'pellet maker' which

consisted of a random sampling from a normal distribution of prescribed

mean and standard deviation. The library routine RANORM was used for

this. Each pass through the program produced a stack. The pellets were

sorted into bins by length and the length of each pellet was stored so

that when a pellet was taken at random from the appropriate bin its

contribution to 'stack length1 could be 'measured*.

The majority of the pellets in a stack were assembled by random

choice of the appropriate numbers from their respective stores. The

final additions were governed by the logic of the particular model. At

one stage the next pellet would be chosen from the store with most pellets

and at another stage the choice would be dictated by the length of the

stack, or perhaps a repeated exchange of pellets would be initiated.

Pellets ejected in exchanges were held temporarily in small stores

to simulate the magazines of the actual machine.

The program monitored:

(a) the numbers of pellets in storage as a run progressed,

(b) the number and kind of pellet exchanges that were necessary,
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(c) the distribution of stack length for stacks close to completion,

specifically after assembly of 30, 31 and 32 pellets.

A typical run 'assembled' 10,000 stacks and many runs were made.

THE TWO-BIN MODEL AND ITS ADVANTAGES

A two-bin sorting requires an even number, so stacks were made from

32 pellets with an appropriate mean length.

While the two-bin model was being tested, ideas for the mechanical

equipment were also developing. One conclusion from the mechanical design

was that it would be a great advantage if the length of a stack, even

during intermediate manipulations, were never to exceed the upper limit (R

+ T). This was satisfied by making exchanges at the 31-pellet stage and by

requiring that all pellets had upper and lower bounds, L + T. Neither of

these restrictions is onerous, and in fact the choice of the stage #31 for

exchanges provides a very favourable opportunity for storage control at the

preceding stage, #30.

The process is capable of producing an acceptable stack every time

and the average number of pellet exchanges is very small.

Control of the storage fluctuations, by choice of long or short

pellet for pellet #31, is very simple but very effective.

Two-bin sorting is mechanically easy and it does not need a

knowledge of the shape of the distribution of pellet length - only that

it be symmetric about the required mean.

If the pellet mean fluctuates up and down during production, the

resulting changes in storage will tend to compensate one another.
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Stacks are measured in two situations only: after pellet #31 has

been added and after pellet exchanges (if any) take place. There is no

need to know the exact length - only that it lies in one of the four

ranges. The measurement can be made by the plungers that push in the

pellets.

The exchange operation is also simple - a plunger inserts a pellet

of the proper kind at the appropriate end and pushes out a pellet of the

other kind at the opposite end.

OPERATIONS AND THE PATTERN OF LOGIC

Figure 3 is a flow chart of the operations and the tests that

control them. In time sequence, they are as follows:

(1) Gauge each pellet and reject those longer than (L + T), or shorter

than (L - T).

(2) Sort pellets into 2 stores,

a) those shorter than L, called 'short'

b) those longer than L, called 'long*.

(3) Assemble a row of (N - 2) pellets, made up of (N - 2)/2 short

pellets grouped at one end, and (N - 2)/2 long pellets grouped at

the other end.

(4) Add one pellet to bring the row to the decision point of (N - 1)

pellets. By choosing the pellet from the bin that contains most,

the statistical fluctuations in stored pellets are damped and the

required storage capacities are reduced.

(5) Gauge the row length.

(6) The next action is determined by the result of the gauging

operation, according to the following rules 7a, 7b and 8a, 8b.
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Rules 7a, 7b are designed to bring the row length within the range

[(N - 1)L - T] to [(N - 1)L + T], and when this is accomplished,

rules 8a, 8b govern the choice of a final pellet to complete the

row.

(7a) If the length lies above [(N - 1)L + T], reduce the length by

removing a long pellet, and adding a short pellet to the 'short'

end of the row. Return to operation 5.

(7b) If the length lies below [(N - 1)L - Tj, increase the length by

removing a short pellet, and adding a long pellet to the 'long' end

of the row. Return to operation 5.

(8a) If the length lies within the range [(N - 1)L - T] to [(N - 1)L]

add a long pellet to the row.

(8b) If the length lies within the range [(N •• 1)L] to [(N - 1)L + T] add a

short pellet to the row. (9) As a result of operation 8a or 8b, the

row length will now lie within the acceptable range [R - T] to [R + T].

Figure 4 shows the four ranges of length in conditions 7a, 7b, 8a,

8b, that control pellet choices at the 31-pellet stage.

MECHANICAL OPERATIONS OF THE STACKFORMER

A prototype, based on the model, has been made and is being evaluated.

Its operations are as follows.

Pellets pass three non-contact proximity switches where they are

graded: very short, short, long, very long. The very long and vei*y

short pellets are rejected (Figure 1). The remaining long and short

pellets are fed to their respective storage bins at opposite sides of the

stackformer. The bins will each hold about 400 pellets. These bins
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send pellets to the two rotary magazines located at the ends of the

stackformer (Figure 2 ) . Each magazine has several chambers that can hold

pellets. Cam-actuated plungers advance to push pellets from the magazines

into a tube. Thirty-one pellets are inserted into the tube (16 from the

store with more pellets and 15 from the other store). The two plungers are

then advanced into the tube until gaps between pellets are eliminated. The

intermediate stack length is calculated from the relative positions of the

two plungers and is adjusted by exchanges (if necessary) until it lies

within a certain range. An acceptable complete stack can then be produced

by the addition of a final pellet.

To exchange a long pellet for a short, a short pellet is pushed in

at the short end of the stack assembler to expel a long pellet into the

magazine at the long end. A short-for-long exchange is accomplished in

a similar way.

When the stack length is complete, the tube containing the fuel

pellets is rotated to a new location where a long rod ejects the

assembled stack from the stackformer, into a permanent fuel sheath.

Operations and decisions are governed by a microcomputer.

It is anticipated that the machine will be able to assemble a stack

every two minutes.

PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL

The following five sections give the results of the computer runs

for typical stacks of 32 pellets.

The stack length was required to be R = 472.59 mm with a tolerance

+ T " 0.76 mm.
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The pellets had a standard deviation of s » 0.25 mm, and their

required mean length was L * R/32 » 14.768 nun.

Pellets were rejected above L + T and below L - T.

FREQUENCY OF EXCHANGES

During the runs, a tally was kept of the number of pellet exchanges

needed to bring each stack within specifications, and the average number

is a very convenient figure of merit to describe the performance of the

stackformer.

More than 63% of the stacks were acceptable without an exchange and

less than 0.01% needed more than 7 exchanges. The frequency of

exchanges is shown in Figure 5.

DISTRIBUTIONS OF STACK LENGTH

Figure 6 shows typical distributions of length for the Intermediate

stacks of 30 and 31 pellets, and the final stack of 32 pellets.

The 30-pellet distribution is symmetric about the mean length (30L)

because It is formed from equal numbers of long and short pellets.

The 31-pellet distribution is double-peaked about the mean length

(31L) because it is formed from the symmetric 30 length by adding either

a long or a shore.

The distributions at 30 and 31 were to be expected but it is not

nearly so easy to predict the shape for the final stacks because some of

them have Involved exchanges. However, the computer runs predict that

the distribution will be symmetric about the required mean length of
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(32L) and that It will be entirely contained within the limits (32L - T)

to (32L + T), as intended.

STORAGE FLUCTUATIONS AND BIN CAPACITY

If the pellet maker develops a shift in the mean length of pellet,

there will be a corresponding change in the ratio of longs to shorts and

one of the bins will tend to have more pellets than the other. Shifts

of this kind must be detected and corrected. This problem will be

discussed in a later report on the pellet-making process.

Even though the pellet mean is held constant, there are statistical

fluctuations in the number of long and short pellets, and the longer a

run the larger the possible differences that can arise. (The situation

is analogous to tossing a coin and keeping track of heads and tails.)

At the 30-pellet stage there is an opportunity to affect storage.

The stacking program permits a choice of long or short, so pellet #31 is

taken from the bin with most pellets. This control, of plus or minus about

3% of the pellets, seems to provide sufficient damping to limit the maximum

requirement for storage to an acceptable 400 pellets during a run of 10,000

stacks.

In Figure 7 the control is contrasted with another possible scheme

of choosing pellet #31 from the long bin for one stack and from the

short bin for the next. The data are for s » 0.25 mm and a typical run

of 10,000 stacks, and they show that although with the chosen method a

bin capacity of 400 should suffice, the choice of long and short

alternately would require a bin capacity of about 1200 to prevent

overflow.
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For a machine making a stack every 2 minutes, operating 80 hours a

week, if the bins hold 400 pellets, one might expect about one overflow

every two weeks. The excess pellets from such an overflow must be held

in another store until an appropriate fluctuation occurs in the other

direction.

EFFECTS OF SHIFTS IN PELLET VARIANCE

If the rejection of extreme pellets at (L + T) is maintained but

the pellet standard deviation is increased, the distribution of pellet

length is flattened. This implies that the distributions of

intermediate stack lengths will become broader and, on the average, more

exchanges will be needed. However, eventually the exchanges tend to a

limit because as pellet length distribution flattens, the difference

between average length of a long pellet and average length of a short

will increase, and each exchange will become more effective.

Figure 8 shows the average number of exchanges per stack as the

pellet standard deviation is changed, with the other typical

parameters held constant. A likely operating point is a standard

deviation of 0.25 mm with 0.65 exchanges per stack. This is perfectly

acceptable and even if the pellet distribution broadens considerably,

the average number of exchanges should not rise above 0.9 per stack.

EFFECTS OF SHIFTS IN PELLET MEAN LENGTH

The performance of the stackformer depends upon a feed of pellets

with mean length close to the required L » R/N.

Statistical fluctuations in length are described by the variance of

pellet length, and the previous section has shown how the exchange process

and storage can accommodate them.
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If it is large enough, a more permanent shift in mean will have two

results: a storage bin will overflow and the number of exchanges will

increase. A shift of about 0.05 mm in mean will cause an overflow every

few hours, although the average number of exchanges will have risen to

only 1.1 per stack. Hence, in the pellet maker mentioned earlier, the

controls are being designed to give first priority to limiting the

imbalance in storage.

MEASUREMENT ERRORS

Stack lengths are measured by the plungers that push pellets into

the tube. The measurement errors are about + 0.050 mm and are

considerably smaller than the stack tolerances of + 0.76 mm.

Measurement errors in pellet length are about +_ 0.025 ram and are

not important so far as the permitted spread in pellet length, + 0.76 mm,

is concerned. However, they are important for the monitoring and control

of mean pellet length and for the long/short sorting process because it

affects the long/short ratio and hence the storage balance. These errors

are to be discussed in a later publication to deal with the model of the

pellet maker.

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF STACKING PROCEDURES

The following is a summary of the improvements in performance as

refinements are introduced.

(a) Random Assembly:

32 pellets chosen at random.

41% of stacks meet specifications.
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(b) Two-bin sorting - no exchanges:

Sort into short and long, and assemble 16 of each.

64% of stacks meet specifications.

(c) Stack model chosen:

Two-bin sorting with exchanges.

Average exchange 0.65 per stack.

All stacks meet specifications.

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THESE PRINCIPLES

The techniques of this report can be used to assemble components that

are similar but vary in size or mass. The authors know of no comparable

work in this field, in particular the automated adjustment of stack length.

However, it would be surprising if the basic principle of preliminary

sorting has not been used to reduce variance.
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APPENDIX A

The Advantages of Sorting Pellets

This appendix discusses the advantages to be gained by simple

schemes for sorting pellets before they are selected for a stack, and

calculates the gains for two schemes in particular.

The lengths of pellets, coming from a pellet maker, are represented

quite well by a normal distribution, truncated in the upper and lower

tails.

If random samples of N pellets are selected to form stacks, the

stack length will also lie on a normal distribution and it is possible

to estimate the fraction of stacks that will fall within the limits of

specification.

If the pellets are sorted into n ranges of length, the variance of

each range will be less than the variance of the whole distribution.

When (N/n) pellets are selected at random from each range to form the

stack (sample) of N, the net effect is a stack variance that is less

than the variance of a stack from the un-sorted distribution. The

result is that a larger fraction of stacks will fall within the

specification limits.

The respective normal distributions, representing pellets or

stacks, are integrated over appropriate ranges to give fractions of

pellets or stacks, their mean values, and their variances. In each

case, the variable is transformed to its 'standard' form so that the

'standardized normal distribution' can be used.
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The procedure is as follows. For a variable x, with mean value x

and variance a2, in terms of the transformed variable

t - (x-x)/a

the standardized normal distribution is,

N(t)dt - (1/27!)^ exp(-t2/2)dt (1)

Individual pellets have a mean length of L and a variance s2.

Stacks of N pellets are specified to lie in the range

(NL-T) to (NL+T)

For reasons that are discussed in the main text, pellets must have

definite lower and upper bounds. Very short pellets (below L-T) and

very long (above L+T) are rejected. The fraction accepted is thus,

X

N(t)dt (2)

-X

where the transferred limits are

X - f(L+T)-L]/s - T/s
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In principle, when a stack is formed the distribution of stack

lengths will be affected by the truncation of the basic pellet length

distribution. However, the Central 110111 Theorem works to reduce the

effect on the stacks and the already very small loss of about 0.3% in

the tails of the pellet distribution will be reduced even further for

the stack distribution. Hence, the effect on the stack distribution has

been ignored.

The results of three schemes are contrasted: no sorting at all,

sorting into two ranges, and sorting into three ranges.

a) No sorting

N pellets are simply taken at random from the set of accepted

pellets, that is from the truncated normal distribution, between (L-T)

and (L+T).

The individual mean length is unchanged at L, and the variance

of a single pellet is:

x

v2= (M)"1s2 [ t2N(t)dt

-x

which can be evaluated as:

2 2
v = s

![l-(2X/M)(l/2Tr)^exp(-X2/2)J (2)

The resulting stack (sample of N) has:
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mean length, D » NL

2 2variance, V • Nv

Transforming to the standard distribution, the fraction of stacks lying

within specifications, will be,

N(t)dt (3)

-Y

where the transformed limit is

Y - [(NL+T)-D]/V -

and the truncation effect is negligible,

b) Sorting into two ranges

Pellets are sorted into long (above the mean L) and short

(below L). In terms of the standard distribution, the mean value of a

long pellet is

x

sf - L + (2/M) s I t N(t)dt

o

which can be written as

sf - L + sA
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x

where A - (2/M) t N(t)dt (4)

o

and can be evaluated

A - (2/M)(1/2TT)JS l-exp(-X2/2)

The mean length of a short pellet is,

sg = L - s A

The variance of a long pellet is

h2 = (2/M) s2 I (t-A)2N(t)dt

which can be evaluated as

.2 2 2A2 ...
h = v -s A (5)

and the variance of a short pellet is the same.

If (N/2) pellets are chosen at random from the long range and

(N/2) from the short, the resulting stack has a mean length of

G - sf(N/2)+sg(N/2) - NL
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and a variance of

H2 = h2<N/2) + h2(N/2) = Nh2 (6)

The fraction of stacks that will lie within specifications will thus be,

z

F2 - f N(t)dt (?)
-z

where the transformed limit is

Z - [(NL+T)-G]/H =

c) Sorting into three ranges

The pellet distribution between (L-T) and (L+T) is sorted into

three ranges: short, between (L-T) and (L-A); medium, between (L-A) and

(L+A); long, between (L+A) and (L+T). The cuts at ± A are to be chosen

so that an equal fraction lies in each range. Hence

-W W X

J N(t)dt = f N(t)dt = j N(t)dt (8)
-X -W W

where the transformed limit is

W - [(L+A)-L]/s = A/s

and the value of A must be found by successive approximation.
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The mean lengths are:

-W

short: sa = L + (3/M) s t N(t)dt = L - s 6

-X

W

medium: sb = L + (3/M) s t N(t)dt = L (9)

-W

X

long: sc = L + (3/M) s t N(t)dt = L + s 6

W

X

where 6 = (3/M) t N(t)dt

W

and their respective variances are:

-w
short: d2 = (3/M) s2 I (t-6)2N(t)dt

-X

w
medium: e2 = (3/M) s2 I t2 N(t)dt (10)

-W
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long: k2 = (3/M) s2 I (t-6)2N(t)dt = d2

The integrations of (9) and (10) can be evaluated when the value of A has

been found.

If (N/3) pellets are chosen from each range, the resulting stack

has a mean length of

E = sa(N/3)+sb(N/3)+sc(N/3) = NL

and a variance

K2 = d2(N/3)+£.2(N/3)+k2(N/3)

The fraction of stacks that will lie within specifications will

thus be:

P

N(t)dt (11)

-P

where the transformed limit is:

P = [(NL+T)-E]/K = T/K

Comparison of a), b), and c)

2 2 2
It can be shown that the respective variances V , H and K decrease

as the degree of sorting increases and hence that the fraction of stacks

accepted, Fo, F. and F.,, increase with sorting.
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Pellet Exchanges

The above calculations will predict the effect of pellet exchanges

in a stack.

If, in the two-range sorting, a long pellet is added to a stack and

a short one removed, the expected change in stack length is,

sf-sg = (L+sA)-(L-sA) = 2s A

In three-range sorting an exchange of a short for a long is

sc-sa = (L+scS)-(L-si5) = 2s <5

A Typical Example

The representative distribution, quoted in the main text, has a

standard deviation of s = 0.25 mm and variance of s2=o.O625 mm^.

The stack length is to be 472.59 mm, with a tolerance of +T=0.76 mm.

For two-range sorting, stacks take 32 pellets of 14.768 mm mean, and for

three-range sorting 33 pellets of 14.321 mm.

Pellets are to be rejected at + 0.76 mm above and below their

respective means, and for both sortings the accepted fraction is,

M = 0.9976

a) No sorting

The variance of an un-sorted pellet, that is for the whole

truncated distribution, is

v2 = 0.0610 mm2
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and the resulting variance of a stack (sample) of 32 pellets Is

V2 = 1.952 mm2

b) Sorting into two ranges

Each range holds a fraction 0.4988

A = 0.799

Thus the effect of a short-for-long exchange is

2sA = 0.40 mm

The variance of a long (or short) pellet is,

h2 = 0.0218 mm2

and the variance of a stack of 32 pellets is,

H2 = 16x0.0218 + 16x0.0218

H2 = 0.6976 mm2

c) Sorting into three ranges

Each range holds a fraction 0.3325. The short/medium division

is made at 0.430 mm below the mean and the medium/long at 0.430 cm above.
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The variance of a long (or short) pellet is,

d2 = 0.01649 mm2

and the variance of a medium is,

e 2 = 0.003713 mm2

The resulting variance of a stack of 33 pellets is,

K2= 11x0.01649 + 11x0.003713 + 11x0.01649

K2 = 0.4036 mm2

The effect of an exchange of a short-for-long is somewhat larger

than for two-range sorting, as one would expect,

2s6 • 0.54 mm

Comparison

2 2 2
Finally, using the stack variances V , H and K , the fractions of

stacks falling within specifications are:

Sorting Stack variance Stacks accepted

None 1.952 mm2 41%
2-range 0.6976 mou 64%
3-range 0.4036 mm 77%
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Appendix B

The Three-Bin Model

It can be shown - see Appendix A - that a preliminary sorting of

pellets into ranges of length will increase the fraction of stacks that

meet specifications without further adjustment. Theoretically, the more

ranges the better, although the major improvement in stack acceptance

comes with the transition from no-sorting to two-bin sorting.

Briefly, the three-bin method worked as follows. Pellets outside

the .range (L +_ T) were rejected, the remainder were sorted into three

length grades: long, medium and short. Eleven pellets from each grade

were combined to form a stack. A stack length outside the range (R + T)

was brought within the range by adding short pellets and removing long

pellets, or vice-versa.

Unfortunately tne model was found to be impractical for the

following reasons:

(1) Sorting equal numbers of pellets into three bins requires knowledge

of the actual shape of the length distribution.

(2) Any shift in the mean length of pellets produced will reduce the

number of pellets sorted into the middle bin.

(3) Exchanges involve only two bins and hence tend to unbalance the

stores.

(4) The scheme would be mechanically complex.
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Appendix C

The Modelling Program, STACK

The two main sections of the modelling program are outlined In

Figures 9 and 10, and the subroutine hierarchy is given in Figure 11.

For each run the following were recorded.

1) Numbers of pellets accepted, and rejected.

2) Numbers of short pellets and long pellets made.

3) Numbers of pellets in each storage bin, at intervals during the

run.

4) The number of times a long pellet was chosen for #31 and the

number of times a short pellet was chosen.

5) Total length of short pellets accepted, total length of long

pellets accepted and total length of stacks accepted.

6) Actions after pellet #31 had been chosen:

totals of short-for-long exchanges, and

long-for-short exchanges,

totals of shorts and longs chosen for pellet #32.

7) For each stack the sequence of exchanges was tallied to construct

a final histogram. Three types were recorded: pure sequences of

short-for-long exchanges, pure sequences of long-for -short

exchanges, and mixed sequences containing both.

In practice, no mixed sequences occurred.

8) Number of stacks accepted.

9) Number of stacks rejected:

because the maximum acceptable length of (32L+T) was exceeded,

because the maximum number of exchanges was exceeded.
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The prototype magazines are sized to handle 14 exchanges. In the

modelling, none of the stacks exceeded (32L+T), and no stack needed more

than 10 exchanges.

10) Number of pellets in each stack made.

For the chosen values of L and T this number should always be 32 and

in the modelling runs no stacks were ever found that had more or less

pellets.

11) The distributions of stack length at the intermediate stages

with 30 and 31 pellets, and at the final stage with 32.
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FI6URE 6 STACK-LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE 8 EXCHANGES PER STACK

VS PELLET STANDARD DEVIATION
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REPEAT POINT : STACK ADJUSTMENT
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FIGURE II: PROGRAM STACK. SUBROUTINE HIERARCHY
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